
EDWARDS SERVICE SOLUTIONS

LIFE SERVICES
THE RIGHT SERVICE AT THE RIGHT TIME

Welcome

At Edwards we are proud that many of our products 
provide years of trouble-free operation. Our ability to 
rebuild and restore the performance of our pumps greatly 
extends their total operating life. Such longevity can bring 
new challenges because mechanical components within a 
vacuum pump will wear and need to be replaced several 
times in its operating life. The auxiliary systems on which 
the pump depends age differently. After a time, this can 
negatively affect the reliability of that pump. Replacing 
these items can help to prevent unexpected pump failure.

Introducing Edwards Life Service

Edwards Life Service is focused on proactively 
improving the reliability of 8 years or older vacuum 
pumps. Working at component level, Life Service 
replaces important items within the auxiliary systems of 
the pump. Such items include (but are not limited to):

•   Fuses   •   Solenoids
•   Variable Speed Drive(s) •   Gas Module
•   Power PCB   •   Wire Looms
•   Contactors and Relays •   Connectors
•   Valves   •   Manifolds
•   Sensors   •   Controller

Life Service proactively extends the reliability of older 
vacuum pumps delivered through our global network of 
Service Technology Centres. 

Product range currently offered under Life Service: 
iH, iGX, iXH, and iXL.

Value of Life Service

•   Improve reliability of aging pumps
•   Reduce unplanned downtime
•   Extend the life and value of the customers asset 

edwardsvacuum.com/service
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What is the Risk? 

If auxiliary systems are not maintained the risk of failure will increase. Any failure can be incredibly inconvenient and 
expensive, and in the worst cases it could result in scrapped production at significant further cost. Unless specific 
components are replaced as part of a service, they are NOT COVERED under the terms of STANDARD service 
warranty.

Edwards Life Service Warranty 

Choosing Life Service extends the warranty to cover all the additional components that were replaced as part of that 
extended service, providing you with extra peace of mind and reliable performance for years to come.

2-year warranty on all replaced e-parts.

Example – Items replaced 
with ‘Life Service’ (Blue)

Illustration of e-parts 


